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Abstract
Delivering east coast water across the Great Dividing Range (GDR) is a long-standing
ambition of many Australians. This report proposes a number of innovative engineering
solutions to achieve that aim in a timely fashion, including:
•
Pumping and piping instead of several dams and tunnels.
•
Electric Syphoning for transferring water across high ridges.
•
Overburden Slushers to efficiently excavate large quantities of material, below water if
necessary, forming off-stream storage.
•
Fuselage Turbines which harvest wind energy more efficiently than existing equipment.
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1)
Introduction:
The LNP political party recently (Oct.2020) reported2[2] their intentions to seriously consider
a new version of the Bradfield Scheme of 1938 for moving water from the northern coastal
rivers to several inland rivers. On 1st November 2019, One Nation Senator Pauline Hanson
promised: "We will build the hybrid Bradfield Water Scheme and drought-proof much of the
country, while solving the issue of water for the Murray Darling."3[3] The original Bradfield
Scheme was investigated previously and several shortcomings identified.4[4]
The BOSMIN PLAN involves taking water directly from Lake Dalrymple (Burdekin Falls
Dam), and piping it to the Warrego River head waters, thereby doubling the Warrego’s annual
capacity to 844 GL. The water to be used for piping to remote communities, off-stream
storage, irrigation, and providing continuous environmental flow to the upper Darling River
system.
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https://www.bosmin.com/HOME/BosminPlanB.pdf
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https://www.deb2020.com.au/newbradfield/
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https://www.senatorhanson.com.au/2019/11/01/
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https://www.bosmin.com/HOME/Nimmo.pdf
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Figure 1. Australian River System.
The geographic situation is shown in Figure 1. Australian River System. Of particular note are
two main east side catchment systems, one leads from the Cooper Creek to Lake Eyre, while
the other leads to the Murray-Darling Basin, via the Warrego and Darling rivers.
Lake Dalrymple is a major catchment storage on the Queensland East Coast, and a possible
source for reliable water transfer to west of the GDR.
This report considers transferring water from the south side of Lake Dalrymple, to the head
waters of the Warrego River, and then into the Murray-Darling Basin as a first step towards a
more comprehensive system of transferring water across the GDR.
It is noted that this part of the GDR is reasonably located for possible future distribution into
the Lake Eyre Basin and Gulf of Carpenteria river systems.
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2)
River Water Availability:
The Burdekin River Basin has a catchment of 129,700 square kilometres.1[5] However, the
flow “is so erratic that its discharge can reach the mean discharge of the Yangtze River (after
two severe cyclones in 1958) or have as many as seven months with no flow whatsoever (as in
1923)”. Lake surface level can rise up to 10m above the spillway. The average annual flow is
9,000 Gl pa.2[6]
The average annual flow in the Warrego River is 422 Gl pa.3[7] An aim of this plan is to
double the annual flow in the Warrego to 844 Gl pa by transferring 422 Gl pa from Lake
Dalrymple by means of a large pump and pipeline construction.
This effectively turns the ephemeral Warrego River into a permanent water course, which also
connects to the Darling River.
3)
Lake Dalrymple Pump Station:
It is proposed to build a floating pump station
moored at the southern arm of the Lake
Dalrymple (refer para 11.1). The pumps are
mounted on a floating barge supporting the
weight of the pumps, motors, electrical gear and
pipe ends.
4)
Pipeline Route:
A triple pipeline delivers water from Lake
Dalrymple (RL 158m) to a Terminal Dam site
south of Alpha and east of Tambo townships,
371m higher, on top of the GDR (RL 529m). as
shown in Figure 2. Pipeline Route.4[8]
The straight line distance is 425 Km which
includes a rising section up to the crest of the
range, some 116 km south of Alpha, followed by
a gravity descent, ending in the Sunday Creek
and Warrego River.

1

Figure 2. Pipeline Route

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burdekin_River

2

https://wetlandinfo.des.qld.gov.au/resources/static/pdf/ecology/catchment-stories/lower-burde
kin/council.pdf
3

4

https://www.mdba.gov.au/discover-basin/catchments/warrego
https://qldglobe.information.qld.gov.au/
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A Terminal Dam sited at the pipe delivery point, is suitable for local distribution. Gravity flows
from the Dam enter the Warrego River system, and elsewhere, as required (refer para 11.2).
The Terminal Dam and Pump Station, have respective coordinates of -24.67,146.92 and
-20.79,146.96
Water transferring to the Barcoo River system at -24.647,146.599, can be gravity fed through
a 32.5 km pipeline heading west from the Terminal Dam.
5)
Pipeline Capacity:
A pipeline is required to transfer 422 Gl pa which is about 963,500 L/m, assuming a 20-hour
day (83% system efficiency). The chosen pipeline consists of three parallel rubber lined steel
pipes, 3.0 m diameter (refer para 11.3), and 425 km long to take the water up to the GDR, a
head height of 536 m. These pipes experience a 68.5m friction loss during operation,1[9]
making the total head-height pressure 536+68.5=604.5m at the base.
Preliminary consideration of this pipeline has been offered by Steel Mains Pty Ltd, (refer para
11.4).
The pipes are mostly buried for reasons of support and aesthetics. They are specified in three
height sections of 213Km, 106.3Km, and 106.3Km to allow lower pressure, and cheaper pipes
to be installed in the higher sections. Under these circumstances the lower 213Km of line
requires steel pipe thickness of 43mm, the middle section requires 24mm steel, and the upper
section is 15mm thick.2[10] The lengths involved require a specific pipeline route to be
designed, as part of the civil engineering investigation.
Note: The lower section of pipes is 43mm thick at estimated A$2,957M (Refer section 10). A
similar length of lower pressure pipes 24mm and 15mm thick at estimated A$1,352M suggests
there may be a project benefit in providing an half way point booster pump station at 268m
height above the lake. The design of this station would be similar to that shown in BOSMIN
Plan - A.3[11] (BOSS storage).
A cross section of the direct pipeline
route from the Pump Station to the
Terminal Dam shows in Figure 3.
Pipeline Section.

Figure 3. Pipeline Section

1

https://www.nationalpump.com.au/calculators/friction-loss-calculator/

2

https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/barlow-d_1003.html

3

https://www.bosmin.com/HOME/BosminPlanA.pdf
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6)
Pump Requirement:
Pipe friction loss together with the static
head totals 536+68.5=536m, equivalent
to 52.6 bar pressure. This duty is suited
to a large piston pump such as the
Figure 4. URACA P5-96,1[12] in the
130 configuration with 200mm plungers.
Figure 4. URACA P5-96
The pumps, operating at 240 rpm, are capable of delivering 10,970 L/m powered by 1,050kW,
against a pressure of 52.6 bar. To meet the required capacity of 963,500 L/m will require 88
pump units (see para 11.5). The pumps are arranged in 3 banks of 30 pumps, with two on
standby, to feed the three rising pipelines. Power requirements are 88 x 1050 = 92 MW.

Figure 5. Barge Mounted Pump Station
The pump station is sited over the Lake Dalrymple as shown in:
Figure 5. Barge Mounted Pump Station.
One option is to mount the pumps on three separate barges, connecting to each of three
delivery lines. This design provides easy duplication facility, if additional water is required.
The pump barge has a tare weight of 950t and a payload capability of 2,900t. A long slender
barge allows for 15 pumps positioned down each side, leading to a 102m x 10.3m profile, and
suited to the current pump selection.
The barge sits in dry dock during normal lake levels, and pumping with a suction head of up to
8m, but can float to a higher level in times of flood. The delivery pipe support is designed to
allow the pipe to flex up 4m during maximum flood height conditions. Alternatively, the pipes
can be disconnected, because pumped water may not be required during high floods.

1

https://www.uraca.com/productmedia/Hochdruck_Fuenfplunger-Pumpe_P5-96/p5-96_de.pdf
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7)
Electricity Supply:
The pipeline route only provides limited
opportunity to generate hydro electricity from
the outfall pipe flow due to the restricted
discharge height and grade.
However, there is a proposal by the Stanwell
Corporation to build a 37 MW hydroelectric
power station below the Burdekin Dam
wall,1[13] (Figure 6. Burdekin Dam).
There is another proposal to build a coal fired
station at Collinsville with a nameplate capacity
of 1,000 MW, together with an associated solar
farm.

Figure 6. Burdekin Dam

Some hydro power may be gained from the
upper Suttor and Belyando rivers. However, the
low slope angle of these rivers makes this
unlikely to be a significant source of hydro
power.
The LNP’s ‘New Bradfield Scheme’ states “The
project will create tens of thousands of jobs,
generate 2,000 MW of hydroelectricity and
irrigate an area of land larger than Tasmania.”
Some of the electricity generated could be used
to drive the feed pumps.
However, some doubt may exist on the quantity
of water available for irrigation and
hydroelectricity under the New Bradfield
Scheme. Refer
Appendix A - Water Balance Check on New
Bradfield Scheme.
The same region can be serviced by installing a
similar pump and pipeline from Lake Dalrymple,
up the Cape River valley to -20.572,145.113 as
shown in Figure 7. Cape River Pipeline.2[14]
Figure 7. Cape River Pipeline

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burdekin_Dam

2

https://www.dnrme.qld.gov.au
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Power supplied from Collinsville follows
the route shown in Figure 8 Power Line.
A 110 kV line travelling over 95.5km
will adequately supply the required
pump power.

Figure 8. Power Line
There is noticeable wind power available in this region with 5 year records from Blackall
Airport shown in Table 1.1[15]

Table 1.

Figure 9. Fuselage Turbine

Higher wind velocities are probably available on the crest of the GDR which would be suitable
for Fuselage Turbine (FT) installations, as discussed at “Blades vs Lens” and illustrated in
Figure 9. Fuselage Turbine.2[16]
Calculations show, at an average wind speed of 13.1 kph, while connected to an 8-pole
generator, a single FT unit would produce 1 kW from a 4.3 m diameter turbine fan. If the FT
were operated with injection water spray included, it would produce 1.4 kW.
Alternately, when connected to a 16-pole generator, the FT produces 4 kW when fitted with
an 8.7m diameter fan, and 5.6 kW with water spray injection included.
FT units are scalable and larger sizes, or ‘nested’ fans produce more power. Original FT
research is available at “Wind Turbine”.3[17]

1

https://www.willyweather.com.au

2

http://www.bosmin.com/turbine/BladesVsLens.pdf

3

http://www.bosmin.com/turbine/bturbine.pdf
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8)
Electric Syphon (ES)
This concept is illustrated at Figure 10. Electric Syphon Concept, and described at.1[18] A
typical syphon is restricted by the available suction height - typically 10.3 metres. However, an
ES uses a pump which elevates the water from an off-stream storage to a ridge top pond. The
water from there gravitates into a lower lake where a generator develops hydro power. This
can be returned by transmission line, back over the ridge to drive the feed pump. More electric
power is generated using a FT installation near the ridge top, which is commonly an ideal site
for wind generation. The FT option is particularly useful if the destination location is higher
than the feed pond, or where reticulated power is not readily available. Either way, the system
can be used to transfer water across ridge lines in pipes instead of requiring large dams and
tunnels.

Figure 10. Electric Syphon Concept

Figure 11. North Qld Rivers.

In the current discussion, extra water fed into Lake Dalrymple may be required if additional
flows are allocated to the other river systems (refer para 11.6).
Water from the Tully River could use ES technology to transfer water into the Herbert River,
and from the Herbert River to the Burdekin River, similar to the proposed Bradfield Scheme,
Figure 11. North Qld Rivers.2[19]

1

https://bosmin.com//turbine/WindIntoWine.pdf

2

http://www.bosmin.com/ICS/WindIntoWater.pdf
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9)
Offstream Storage Construction and Maintenance:
Offstream storage can be dug from underwater, and maintained using Overburden Slusher
(OS)1[20] equipment, as illustrated in Figure 12. OS Underwater Excavation. This equipment
is suitable for ongoing use constructing and maintaining off-stream storages along the
Warrego River and elsewhere as discussed in “Deep Reservoirs”.2[21]

Figure 12. OS Underwater Excavation
Preliminary calculations show an 8,000 HP (5900 kW) OS winching system fitted to a 127m3
hoe produces 21 Mbcmpa in short haul applications. OS are very efficient excavating tools and
find use, in smaller sizes, for dam construction on farms, and as mining equipment at coal and
metalliferous mines.
Earthworks, for this project, include excavating and restoring a path for the pipelines,
excavating large Terminal Dam structure, and possibly assisting with lake earth works. At
least 28 Mbcm are required, equivalent to 1.33 OS years of work. The OS is then available for
offstream storage excavation along the Warrego River system, or providing extra depth
storage capacity at Lake Dalrymple.

1

https://bosmin.com/OS/os1.htm

2

http://www.bosmin.com/Reservoirs.pdf
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10)
Significant CAPEX:
Pumps
88 URACA P5-96 units around A$100M (refer para 11.4)
88 x 900 kW Pump motors - A$0.09M
Pipe lines
3 x 212.5 km x 3m diameter x 43mm rubber lined steel, estimated A$2,957M
3 x 106.3 km x 3m diameter x 24mm rubber lined steel, estimated A$831M
3 x 106.3 km x 3m diameter x 15mm rubber lined steel, estimated A$521M
Power Line A$35M
Dalrymple Lake Barge Station - A$4.2M
OS equipment - per OS unit - A$40M
Excavations
Pipeline excavations 17.8Mbcm x $0.60/bcm, A$10.7M
Terminal Dam excavation 10Mbcm x $1.20/bcm, A$12M
Sub Total A$4,510M
Power supply cost - not defined
Land access cost - not defined
Civil engineering cost - not defined
Project engineering cost - not defined
Operating Labour cost - not defined
Revenue from water sale - not defined
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11)
11.1

Postscript Comment.
A floating pump station provides flood protection to the pumping station. The
pipelines can also be disconnected from the pumps during times of flood, if required,
when water transfer to the Warrego River is unlikely to be needed.

11.2

Much of Queensland is supported by the Great Artesian Basin
(GAB) ground water deposit, Figure 13. GAB:1[22]
This implies drought relief be preferentially directed to the
eastern strip between the GDR and the GAB. This region
includes the headwater of the Nogoa and Fitzroy rivers, 19.6
km west of the Terminal Dam location,
Figure 14. Nogoa River Transfer.2[23]

Figure 13. GAB

Figure 14. Nogoa River Transfer
The drop in elevation suggests hydro power may be generated by this water transfer.
A second stage of water transfer includes deepening Lake Maraboon (Fairbairn Dam)
using OS equipment. The aim is to double the lake capacity from 1,300 GL to 2,600
GL by excavating 1,300 Mbcm of material from the lake bed, (several years work with
a fleet of OS excavators). This reduces the current unit rate of evaporation by
increasing the average lake depth. Extra flood water is captured as well as any transfer
water remaining in the Nogoa River.

Figure 15. Fairbairn Pump Station to Dawson Dam

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Artesian_Basin

2

https://elevation.fsdf.org.au/
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A pump station sited on the dam can pump water to the crest of the Expedition Range,
some 96 km to the south east, and suitable for transferring water into the Dawson
River Dam at -23.790,149.065. Figure 15. Fairbairn Pump Station to Dawson Dam.
11.3

Pipes smaller than 3m in diameter are easier to manufacture, and transport. This option
to be considered further as part of the ongoing study.

11.4

Steel Mains Pty Ltd advise: For a project of this scope and magnitude, the pipeline
should be designed to last as long as possible. The size of the pipeline proposed
requires some interesting manufacturing and logistics but are achievable in steel. For
steel pipes, corrosion protection is a key consideration and will depend upon the soil
conditions and an assessment of the chemistry of the water being conveyed in the
pipeline. Coating and lining the steel pipe is an important consideration for steel
pipeline systems and cathodic protection systems can also provide added protection. A
pipeline designed in steel can be made to all the design parameters required such as
design for internal pressure, external loading and can be welded together for lateral and
longitudinal thrust restraint. An above-ground pipeline will need to be designed for
expansion and contraction due to temperature changes, whereas a below-ground
pipeline has a more consistent temperature and less affected. A damaged steel pipeline
is relatively easy to repair where the damage occurs without the need to replace large
sections of the line. Should this project progress further, we would be interested to
discuss options for using steel pipe.

11.5

Uraca advises that due to the lower head requirements in this application, it may be
possible to design a range of pumps with larger individual capacities resulting in about
22 units being required to meet this volumetric flow rate.
Centrifugal pumps were not chosen due to head limitations and the consequential
requirement of multistage high capacity units.

11.6

Typical irrigation comment,
“20ML/day doesn’t go a long way if
you assume usage is 5 to
10ML/ha/annum, ie you can irrigate
730 to 1,460ha.” (Say 7.5MLpa for
1,000ha). Assuming half the pumped
water into the Warrego is used for
irrigation, (211MLpa) we can irrigate
in the order of 28,000ha. On the other
hand, if the water is used for stock
watering, cattle in general terms
require 50 L/day and sheep 8 L/day,
sustaining equivalent of a heard of 4.2
million cattle or 26.4 million sheep.

Figure 16. Queensland Rainfall

However, 1 ML spread over 1ha is equal to 100 mm of rain, so 7.5 ML pa/ha on the
crop equals 750 mm of rain pa, as seen on the BMO map,
Figure 16. Queensland Rainfall.
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Figure 17. Block Irrigation.
We assume farms are in a viable location to start with. The initial challenge is to
provide drought assistance to irritators and farmers, not change their basic economics.
During drought periods cattle can have feed brought in, use silage or cut mulga. The
need then is, to provide watering relief for the stock.
However, block irrigation could be exercised at specific high yield agriculture sites as
illustrated at Figure 17. Block Irrigation.1[24]

1

https://publications.csiro.au/rpr/download?pid=csiro:EP177460&dsid=DS1
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Appendix A - Water Balance Check on New Bradfield Scheme (NBS).
Author: Robert A Beatty (BE)
Contact: BobBeatty@bosmin.com
Date: 9/12/2019

Figure 2. Burdekin River Profile

Figure 1. Upper Burdekin Region
Georgetown is the lowest point at 162/(346-32)=51.6% of the way up the river.
Therefore, Georgetown only has access to 100-51.6=48.4% of the river water.
Similarly, Hughenden has access to 187/(346-32)-1=40.4% of the river water.
And, Chillagoe has access to 209/(346-32)-1=33.4% of the river water.
In the absence of water regional demand and canal length info let us assume on average the
townships west of the GDR have access to 40.7% of Burdekin River water.
This provides the following summary information:
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Table 1. Options #1 and #2.
Conclusions.
1)
There is not enough average river flow to deliver 10 ML/Ha pa to the proposed
irrigation areas (7,800km2 not 50,000km2 shown in the NBS). However, there is a
breakeven watering rate of 8 ML/Ha pa.
2)

The average water volume diverted is insufficient to provide flow to the Warrego
River system.

3)

There is high variability in the northern river flows. Some years will produce well over
the required irrigation quantities, and probably be supplemented by above average rain,
falling on the irrigated farms. The opposite effect may be expected during drought
periods.

4)

Pumping directly from Lake Dalrymple provides a degree of supply safety not available
in the NBS in that water inflow to the lake includes the Belyando River system as well
as the entire Burdekin River flow. It also provides a better starting point for sending
water to the Warrego/Darling river systems, as well as better distribution flexibility.

5)

The hydro power generation capacity of the northern rivers is not compromised by
irrigation flow off-takes, and the electric power can be used to pump water out of the
Lake Dalrymple storage.
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12)
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